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**Title word cross-reference**

$(0, \pi/2)$ [Li13a, Li13b]. $(1 + 1/n)^n \to e$ [Bad82].

$(1 \times 2) + (2 \times 3) + \ldots + n \times (n + 1) = (1/3)[(n + 1)^3 - (n + 1)]$ [AM87].

$(f g)' = f' g'$ [MS76]. $(n + 1/2)$ [Her12]. $(x^n)' = nx^{n-1}$ [Hen90]. $-1$

[CMS20, Sch73]. $-5$ [LD15]. $1$ [ASR19]. $1/(a + b) = 1/a + 1/b$ [BU02].

$\textbf{11.95}$ [Hop18a]. $\textbf{12.95}$ [Hop19]. $\textbf{180}$ [Nak86]. $\textbf{20.40}$


$\textbf{50.00}$ [Kat18]. $\textbf{54.00}$ [Ser17]. $\textbf{56.95}$ [Gra18]. $\textbf{7.99}$ [Hop18a]. $[0, \pi]$

[FZ12]. $3$ [SS83b]. $a$ [Var76]. $b$ [Var76]. $k$ [Car87]. $x$ [Gor84]. $A$ [MM93].

$A > B$ [Ros87]. $A^B$ [Ros87]. $aa^T + bb^T$ [TT03]. $a \cdot a' + b \cdot b' = c \cdot c'$ [Gen89].

Arcsec $x$ [Sch86c]. Arctan $x$ [Har87]. Arctan $x$ [Eul93, Sch82b, Sch86c]. $B^A$
\[ \cos(x) = [\text{Ric15a, Kre10}]. \cos(ax + b) = [\text{Eul97}]. \cos^n X = [\text{Wie00}]. \cos x = [\text{Sch84c, MS89}]. \] 
\[ d [\text{Ric15a}]. d/dx(x^n) = nx^{n-1} = [\text{Lin85}]. D_n [\text{Joh13}]. D_n [\text{Ang77, Kin83, LeD73}]. e [\text{And81, Bro94, Cha99, Chr83, Ćur14, KB99b, Sch72a, Seg82a, Ska97, SY93, Wie85}]. e = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (1/n!) [\text{Sch94a}]. e^\theta [\text{Sim95}]. e^n > x^n [\text{Sch85b}]. e [\text{Ang77, Kin83, LeD73}]. \exists [\text{Wal04a}]. f [\text{Ayo87}]. F(1) [\text{Mil71}]. F(d) [\text{Mil71}]. f(g(x)) = x [\text{Zho12a}]. f(t) = c/t [\text{HSZ05}]. F(x) = \int_0^x f(t) dt [\text{HSZ05}]. f^{-1} [\text{Ayo87}]. f^{-1}(x) = 1/f(x) [\text{Mac03}]. \] 
\[ \forall [\text{Wal04a}]. h [\text{Woo75}]. i [\text{Str91}]. i^2 [\text{Pre21}]. -\infty/\infty [\text{Car78a}]. \int_0^1 x^n dx [\text{Sch73}]. \] 
\[ \int f(x) e^{\alpha x} dx = [\text{Kun70}]. j [\text{PU86}]. k [\text{Ger75, HS86, Sch73, WK73}]. k + 1 [\text{Ger75}]. L [\text{Cos17, Gar09}]. L(2k - 1) [\text{Che95}]. \lim_{d \to 0^+} (-d \ln d) = 0 [\text{Mat92}]. \] 
\[ \lim_{n \to \infty} \sqrt[n]{e} = e^{-1} [\text{Sch89d, Wie87}]. \ln [\text{MW81}]. \ln(2) [\text{Bur87a}]. M [\text{Ryd96, Daw94, Sch00}]. \mod(x^2 + 1) [\text{Sch72b}]. \] 
\[ N [\text{CMS20, Dra00, Lon84, See98, Whi71, ASR19, Bai98, Buc83, Bum83, CC09, Coo13, EH19, Fra84, Han90, Hen94, Hsu82, KES09, Lar85, Mer17, Mey84, Pri99, SB84, Sni87, SS21}]. \] 
\[ N + k [\text{Cho99}]. n - 1 [\text{Boo79}]. n \times 2 [\text{DR20}]. \oplus [\text{BSF99}]. p [\text{DE77}]. \] 
\[ P_n(D) = 0 [\text{Kun73}]. \phi [\text{LPP08}]. \phi(x) = 2(6n + 1) [\text{DD95}]. \] 
\[ \pi [\text{AT00, AMR13, Boa80, Col03, Sch86d, Sim99b}]. \Pi(n) [\text{Mar82}]. \pi/4 [\text{Bur87a}]. \] 
\[ \pi^n [\text{Niv72}, \pi_1 \approx Z \oplus Z [\text{KK09}]. r [\text{Dub92, Lim85}]. R^2 [\text{DLM04}]. R^n [\text{DH03, Xu10}]. \sin^\theta [\text{Hes95}]. \sin(ax + b) [\text{Eul97}]. \] 
\[ \sin(\theta_1 + \theta_2) = \sin(\theta_1 \cos\theta_2 + \cos\theta_1 \sin\theta_2) [\text{Gan81}]. \sin 1^\circ [\text{Ria95}]. \sin 2^\circ X [\text{Wie00}]. \sin^2 [\text{Sau90}]. \sin x [\text{Eul97}]. \sin \theta [\text{Str99}]. \sin x_1 + \sin x_2 = 1 [\text{Mus97}]. \sin x [\text{Ros91, Sch84c}]. \sin x/x [\text{GS90a, Li13a}]. \sqrt{2} [\text{Gen91}]. \sqrt{\pi} [\text{McC80a}]. \] 
\[ \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} k^2/M_k [\text{Gar99}]. \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} n^n x^n [\text{Nen94}]. \sum a_k^2 [\text{Kem82}]. t [\text{Ekl00, Som99}]. \tan x [\text{Sch86c}]. \tan(x/x) [\text{Li13b}]. W [\text{PY04, Wan10}]. w^2 [\text{Sch81a}]. x [\text{AB91}]. x(1-x) [\text{Lan74}]. x^{1/2} [\text{Mat94}]. x^{1/x} [\text{Sch84b, Sch89b}]. X^2 [\text{NW98, Sch81a}]. x^n - y^n [\text{BJKL97}, \xi(2k) [\text{Che95}]. y = x [\text{Ayo87}]. y^2 [\text{Sch81a}]. z^2 [\text{Sch81a}]. \] 
\[ |\tan(A - B)| [\text{Sch81b}]. \]
Aaron [BBHS02]. ab=c [Pen73]. Abacists [Rey93]. Abbott [Spo16].
Ability [Joh93b]. Absolute [Lew73, OB77, SP79]. Absolutely [KS12].
Absorbing [CH17]. Abstract [Boy81, EB99, Gre00, Mac96]. Abstraction
[Hal82, Smo85]. Academic [Joh72a, Per73]. Accurate [Rob85].
Achievement [Beh73, Dou73]. Acknowledgement [Ano89a].
Acknowledgements [Ano96a, Ano97a]. Action [KM13]. Active
[Pen20, WWW83]. Activities [Coh77b]. Activity [Sha18]. Actuarial
Additional [Man84]. Additions
[Ano09a, Ano10a, Ano11a, Ano12a, Ano13a]. Additive [Cal98]. Additivity
Admissions [Gia73]. Adult [Mac78]. Advanced [CS17, Cog99]. Advances
[Mos88]. Advantage [LP16]. Adventure [CCHR21, Vod97]. Aerodynamic
[CSTM10]. Affected [Chr96]. Affine [GRSS19, Por93, Won00]. After
[Fin04]. Aftermath [O’B82]. Again [Ric12]. Against
[Gar01, Knu18, Hen91]. Age [Phr90, Col03]. Agnesi [Gra18, GM99].
Alfhörs [Alb98]. Aided [Hal93, Leh90]. Aids [Ess82]. Aimee [Kat18].
Airplanes [NS17]. Airy [HMNW94]. Albert [Mau83a]. Album [Ale83b].
Algebra [AB91, BS02, Bid86, Boy81, BB76, BM93, CJLP92, CJLP93, Car93,
Che18, DK01, Din13, Dun91, EB99, Gol16, Gre00, Gre85, Hav78, HP99a,
HP99b, Hir98, Isa95, LaT93, Lax76, Lia70, LM90, Mac92b, Mac96, Mer74,
Mue20, PH77, Per71, Pom77, PL09, Por93, Sha80, She78, SHL86, Sta79,
Tuc93, Wal96, WC77, YD07, Col13, Srl10]. Algebraic
[BB16, DV21, KK13c, Rou12, Sch33c, Wie86]. Algorists [Rey93].
Algorithm [Bai98, Ben94, CL85, Cus83, EG75, FLP18, Fla87a, Fla87b,
Fla87c, Fla87d, FF87, Fla88a, FT88, Fla88b, Gne01, Kir88, Kun74, KC90,
Lea76, Mat88, MW83, Pet70, Prs82, Sza05, Whi85b, Luc98]. Algorithmic
[Dou85, Ham85, Kor85, Mau85]. Algorithms
[Arg84, AG87, Hil85b, KP85, Pri90, RS96, Rob78]. Alice [Wil02b]. Alive [Alb81a, Ped80b]. All-Stars [Som03]. Allowed [Hyd88]. Alluring [Eck83]. Almost [FN04, Hoo00, MS84, Nel16e, TT12, Ano70c, Ano71f]. Alphametics [Bro80]. also [Kos17]. Alternate [AE17, AE19, BQ08, BCEW85, DeM13, FN04, Har88, Kat12, Mim21, Mor86, Nel12, Nel14a, Pla18]. Alternation [Tam87]. Alternative [Alb81a, Ped80b]. Alternating [AE17, AE19, BQ08, BCEW85, DeM13, FN04, Har88, Kat12, Mim21, Mor86, Nel12, Nel14a, Pla18]. Alternatives [Tal84]. Altitudes [Ber80]. Alternation [Tam87]. Alternative [Alb81a, Ped80b]. Alternating [AE17, AE19, BQ08, BCEW85, DeM13, FN04, Har88, Kat12, Mim21, Mor86, Nel12, Nel14a, Pla18].
Pac78, PS79, Pag87b, Sch76, Sch81a, Sch82a, SS82, Sch86b, Sch72c, Sch83c, SB84, Sen74, SR16, SA79, SK01, Suz14, Tou95, Tre94, VK80, Wie86, WW88.

Approaches [Hen94, Sch84a]. Approximate [FN16, Gau84, Krc97, LS01, MP10, Mur80a]. Approximates [Ett74]. Approximating [And80, Col92, Sch85a, Ven76]. Approximation [Bro04, Dia17, LL01, MP10, Mur80a]. Approximations [Ett74]. Apps [Qui16, Qui17]. Apropos [Fek88]. Aptitude [Beh73]. Arbitrary [ALS12, Bai85, BS00, Bea06, Bri91, Cas99, Cia17, Dom11, FH00, Her93, Hol81a, Kat03, Kin74, Len74, Mer17, Nel89b, Nel15a, PM82b, Pla78, Pla14, Pla16, Sch78a, Sch82c, Sch88b, Sch70, Som80, Edd85, MP88].

Arithmetic

[ALS12, Bai85, BS00, Bea06, Bri91, Cas99, Cia17, CD93, Cra12, Dom11, FH00, Her93, Hol81a, Kat03, Kin74, Len74, Mer17, Nel89b, Nel15a, PM82b, Pla78, Pla14, Pla16, Sch78a, Sch82c, Sch88b, Sch70, Som80, Edd85, MP88].


Authority [Alb96]. Authors [An79e, Ano84i, Ano85g, Ano86f, Ano87f, Ano89l, Ano97n]. Autobiography [Re86]. Automatic [Nei89]. Automobile [FN09].

Auxiliary [MM85, Si89]. Average [CSWW01, Dec99, Dob85, Dun97a, Zac18]. Averages [Roz94]. Averaging [Fal85, FG19, HT84, Pfa11]. Avoid [Fal05]. Avoiding [CL90]. Avoids [Nie94]. Awards [An085p, An085q, An111h, Ano14h, Ano14i, Ano15g, Ano16f, Ano17f, Ano18f, Ano21h, Ano12g, Ano19g, Ano20f]. Awareness [Dav85]. Axes [Sch92b]. Axes-Not [Sch92b]. Axiom [Oma09]. Axis [Hwa12, Knu18, Wan21]. Ayse [Kat18].
B [AR86, Sri10, Luc98, Var76, AP92]. b-algorithm [Luc98]. Babbage
Backward [Ste81b]. Bag [Mon21]. Balance [And96, Bai86]. Balanced
[BB76, LM06, SS17]. Balancing [Jon12a]. Ball [Sim06, Tan15]. Balloon
[ACJ+06, Kuc16, Sek01, SC03, Swa11]. Bank [Boi83]. Bankoff [Ale92].
Bargaining [Kir96]. Barge [GS03]. Barn [Sch97a]. Barometer [Pag79b].
Barrels [Sin90]. Barycenter [FG19]. Base [Fre86, Pla17c, Woo75, smbV16].
Baseball [Som03, Jep79]. Basic [BB76, Bru83, Gut19, Jon71, Kal84a, Led77, Sch74c, Sch76, Sew18, Tan17].
Basics [All03]. Basin [CMS20]. Basis [ALT10b, Hil92a, Smi80]. Baseline
[WS05]. Bedroom [Sto07]. Been [BW13]. Beetles [Gun22]. before
[Cur05a]. Begin [But81]. Beginning [Boy81, Mer74]. Behavior [HS00].
Behold [HJ17, San06, Sim11a]. Behold
[AM87, Ayo87, Buc85b, Edd85, Hal92, Har86, Har87, MDP88, Nak86]. Being
[DV21, LL71, vR01]. Ben [Ric19a, DS12]. Bernoulli
[CC02, Osl00]. Bess [AR87]. Bertrand [Lo 97]. Besides [Luc84].
Best [Ash97, Mau85, Roe93, SKa96, VK80, WJ73]. Bet [Joh17]. Bets
[BV16]. Better
[Bet12, Buc85b, Daw97, Dun84, FE01, Hal85, Kep85, Mas84, Wat89, You70]. Between
[BPR15, CH17, CAS20, Dun97a, FBH83, Mer22, Nel88, Pet14, Sch88a, CW90, CO21, Nel92, OH07]. Beyond
[Alb95a, Hal92, Moo86, Niv79, Wal95a]. Bézier [Pen19]. Bhaskara [BS00].
Bi [Fla87a, Fla87b, Fla87c, Fla87d, FF87, Fla88a, FT88, Fla88b, Mat88].
Bi-Month
[Fla87a, Fla87b, Fla87c, Fla87d, FF87, Fla88a, FT88, Fla88b, Mat88]. Biangular [NW10]. Bibliography
[CS74]. Bicentennial [Zit05]. Bicycle
[Fin02, NR16]. Bicylinder [DeT94]. Bifurcation [Per83, RS00].
Bifurcations [MP07, SR10]. Big [Cos17, Eck07, Ric19a, Tru83]. Bigger
[Ros01]. Biggest [BW98, Lan93b]. Bike [Sch21a]. Billiard [Jep79]. Binary
[Hof78a, Hos86, Kin74, KKS90b, Mar90b]. Bingo [AS02]. Binomial
[Abc15, Fri89, Gui95, Hat07, HP99a, Kat09, Str77, Tha18]. Binomials
[Osl00]. Binomial [Fra87]. Biographer [WK94]. Biology
[KS03]. Biotech
[Afr79a, HS86, LM16, Sch16, Tat02, Tre19]. Birthplace
[Som03]. Births
[FE01]. Bisecting [BC16b, BC17, Kos20]. Bisection
[CL85]. Bit [Reb89]. Bivariate [AL+21, Fon09]. Bizarre [Gri17]. Black
[Ric19a, Sew18]. Blackjack [Buc83]. Block [GL92]. Board

C [Nac15b, Nac16b]. Caesar [LP87]. Cake [Fle99, TT12]. Cakes [HM10]. CAL [Whi88]. Calculate [Sul09]. Calculations [Kal84a, LH21, NRT20]. Calculator [MW83, Seg82a, Wai78]. Calculators [Ano80a, Ano80b, Ano80c, Ano81d, BB82, Bro82, Cha83, CM83, Cus83, Gil82, Gor82, KP85, Kir88, Lev81, Lic81, LN80, McC80b, MDC80, Rey93, Roq79, SW79, Sto83, Sul09]. Calculus [Aar00, Bai89, Bel15, BM98a, Bit70, Boa71b, Bod74, BI10, BW13, BE95, Bre02, Bri92, Bro99a, But81, BW91, CS17, CdSS17, Cat19, Cha07, Cib93, Cla73, Cog99, Col94, Col03, CM14b, CS93, Dau19, Die06, DM03, DM10, FG92, Far02, Fra86b, Gen73, Gor92, Gri74, Hah98, Ham84, Heg87, Heg96, Hof16, HJ17, Kle84, KD99, KK13b, Kuc16, LJ73, Lar75, Lax84, LeD73, Lea16b, Lea18, Lei07, LRSZ14, Lin00b, LB97, Mac84, Mac95, MG18, MS78, Nie94, Niv79, Nis10, Pal98, Pec70, Pen03, Per83, Ral84, Ric19a, Ric18, Rid95, Roj16, San77, SE96, Sch78a, Sch21b, Sil90, Sta79, Sta71, Thu00, Ton15, Tre92, Var76, Var77, Wag84, Xu14, YD07, Zia91, Zob13, Boy70, Ric19a]. Calendar [Ano73a, Ano73b, Ano73c, Ano74a, Ano74b, Ano81a, Ano81b]. Calendars [CAS20]. Camel [Cla21]. Can [Bon08, Bon14, CS86a, Dor77b, Ewi95, FPS13, Fal85, Fin02, Guy84, HSL77, Ken91, Kou95, Kre17, Lan93b, PV16, PS12, Roe93, Rue87, Thu00, Wei76a, ZV07]. Canadian [Wil92a]. Cancellation [Boa72]. Candies [Adn98]. Candy [Row15]. Canine [Mal16]. Cannonball [DS99]. Canonical [Cos94, SH18]. Can’t [Har96a, Sch97b, Sim02]. Cantor [Iga08, KR98, Kno85, MR96, MDL11, Mih02, Mih04, San19, Smu85]. Capacity [Nie94]. Capped [SH14]. Caps [ZV07]. Capsule [BW91, KKS90a, KKS91, Nie91, PJS81, Bai98]. Capsules [Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano01c, Ano01d, Ano01e, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano03e, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano04e, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano06a, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Dan92, Gor92, HB92, Hil92a, KKS+89, KKS+90c, KKS90b, KKS+90d, Kra91, Pag79a, PZA+79, PKL+79, YMH90]. CAPTCHA [AOW05]. Captured [Ste73]. Capturing [HS96]. Car [WS96]. Carbon [Zob13]. Carcassonne [CK17]. Card [Boo00, CC09, CD93, CC95, Ehr21, Gol16, MS20, Nag21, PDR21, San06, Swa05]. Card-Collecting
[Bos00]. **Cardinal** [SR12b]. **Cardinality** [BW15, Fra86a, Mar21]. **Cards** [Gar00a, Sim02]. **Carefully** [HM10]. **Cares** [NW98]. **Carlo** [Cea84, Nea93]. **Carolina** [Joh72a]. **Carpenter** [Win91]. **Carroll** [Ait16, McC02, Rat10, RT07]. **Carryless** [ALS12]. **Cars** [Kir96]. **Cartwright** [TM01]. **CAS** [Hen91]. **Case** [And96, Hen91, Kai01, KM15, Liu01, Sch74c, Tan86b, Van14, WD90, CG19]. **Cases** [Biv97, Ser15]. **Catalan** [IMW12, Kos09, KG12]. **Catalan** [AMM15]. **Catenary** [Cel99, SR12a, SR12b]. **CATIA** [BM77]. **Cauchy** [De10, KKS90a, MM85, Par16, Pow80, SS79, Ste75, Zho17b]. **Cauchy-Euler** [MM85]. **Causes** [Hil80a, Hil80b]. **Caustic** [LB97]. **Cautionary** [Kru00]. **Cavalieri** [Eve91]. **Celebration** [Hop15]. **Centaurs** [DI08]. **Center** [BC17, GW18, Hu21, SJ11, Sim00]. **Centered** [Cag20a, Nel15b]. **Centering** [ST02]. **Centers** [Mar08, Ric05]. **Central** [Bia98, PM82a, PM83]. **Centroid** [BC17, Lo 91, Mer18, Sch77]. **Century** [Che18, Lea18, AC00, Joh76]. **Certain** [Bur84, CL90, For17, Lin70]. **Cevians** [Moo83]. **Che** [Joh17]. **Chain** [Buk80, Jon04, Ken99c, Loc21, Thu82]. **Chains** [CH17, LM92, Rld90]. **Chair** [Sch95c]. **Challenge** [CS17, Hol79, Ped80a, Rob73]. **Challenges** [BS15, Fra87]. **Challenging** [BB14, Fra86a, Woo70]. **Chance** [Hor74, Jon20a, Mer74, Sim02, WJ73]. **Change** [Fee86, Gra11b, Hop14c, IM11, Kha13, Lu22, Ric19a]. **Changing** [Joh89, Ric12]. **Channel** [Ros04]. **Chaos** [LAH21, Par91, Nat91]. **Chaotic** [MS91, Mer97, Pre21, Str91]. **Characterization** [BB16, Mar98a, OS16, Xu10]. **Characterizing** [RR98]. **Charity** [EG75]. **Charles** [Gol13]. **Charlotte** [Ken87]. **Chart** [Kem82, Shi78]. **Charts** [FM77]. **Chasing** [BBHS02]. **Chebysheff** [Sch89c]. **Chebyshev** [BMV06, Cas03, Tou95]. **Check** [Moo80]. **Checkerboards** [DL73]. **Chen** [RC20]. **Chern** [CL83]. **Chess** [MST21, Wag14]. **Chessboard** [ASR19, BLW89, DT13, Pau19]. **Chessboards** [Gar09]. **Chesnuts** [Cib93]. **Chicago** [Fei76]. **Chicken** [CO21]. **Child** [JW15, KO00]. **Children** [EH19]. **China** [Bra90, Che18]. **Chinese** [Hou02, Per17, Sch87b]. **Chi`o** [FL75]. **Choice** [Eis98b, EW70]. **Choking** [MS19]. **Chomp** [MM13]. **Choose** [CCHR21]. **Choosing** [Led16]. **Chord** [Mas11]. **Chordal** [Een97]. **Chords** [FM00, Hol82]. **Christian** [Buk08]. **Christmas** [Bea21]. **Chu** [Sp16]. **Chung** [Cal95]. **Chutes** [CHJ11, CG14, FGL18]. **Cida** [Cun08]. **Cida-2** [Cun08]. **Ciphers** [LP87]. **Circle** [Bel15, BB15, CW09, FT18, Hoe87, Mar08, Fei76]. **Circle-Squaring** [CW09]. **Circles** [Ber14a, Cha80, DK08, Due96, Jur94, Kar14, Lon83, WP90]. **Circular** [Gar08, Hal12, Par83, Ric15a, Ric93, SM13]. **Circularity** [BG04]. **Circus** [Far15]. **City** [Shu02]. **Clamped** [Uet88]. **Clapping** [Haa91]. **Clarify** [Ker93]. **Clarifying** [NF03]. **Class** [Fer98, Gro96, Kha03, Lei07, LW10, Pic71, Sch86b, Zah72, Ziz13]. **Classes** [FM77, Heg87, Sch72b, SB84, Shu02]. **Classic** [Roj16, Tea06]. **Classical** [Hug00, ST20]. **Classics** [Ale79a, Ale79b, Ale79c]. **Classification** [Fra86a]. **Classifying** [Loc14, Ped80a, VB86, smbH02]. **Classroom**
Commute [PS12]. Commuting [Sou14]. Compactly [Ash20].
Compactness [Tan15]. Comparative [Mil74]. Comparing
[Not71, Ros87, Var76]. Comparison [Mor86]. Compass [Hec03].
Complete [Nel77, RR89]. Completing [MM14, Moo78b]. Complex
[Bra85, CMS20, Due96, Ham07, Hol81a, KK93a, KM89, LH89, McA83,
Moo86, Nac17e, Nat91, NL84, San21, Sch72b, Spo17, Ves85, Wei76a].
Complexes [BMO*00]. Complexity [Hay92]. Complicated [Mas91].
Componendo [Kob14]. Composite [Mur80c, Sch90c]. Composition
[MDC80]. Compositions [Biv97, NF03]. Compound [Rob78].
Compounding [Cho81]. Computational [Bla91, Bro74, DW88, Ekl01, Gan84, McK76a, Rob85, TW98, TB20].
Computational [BR83b, Cla21, ES85, Smi80]. Computed [CM90, Kob17].
Computer [AA78, All77, Ano94a, Ano94b, Ano95d, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano97b, Ano97c,
Ano98a, AG87, Aus76, Ba198, Ban90, Bit70, Ble75, BE95, Br92, Bro74,
Bro80, BW91, Col75, CCH76, CS93, Dan92, Den77, Dor77a, Gaz78, Gem89,
GR74, Gil82, GG84, Gor92, Gre76, Hal93, Hic70, HB92, Hil92a, JJ78, Ker83,
KSS8, KKS+89, KKS+90c, KKS90b, KK90a, KSS91, Kra91, Lan77, Lar75, Leh90, LM90, Luc84, Mas91, Nie91, Pen86, Pet70, Reb89,
Rid95, San77, SP76, SHL86, SK77, Sta71, Tro78, Tym81, YMH90, You74].
Computer-Aided [Hal93, Leh90]. Computer-Graphical [Gre76].
Computer-Oriented [Pet70, BE95]. Computerized [BM77]. Computers
[Ano80a, Ano80b, Ano80c, Ano81c, Ano81d, BB82, BC94, Bro82, Cha83,
Cof09, Cog99, CM83, Cus83, Gor82, Har96a, Lev81, Lic81, LL71, LN80,
McC80b, Rid90, Roq79, SW79, Swo83]. Computing
[Cos94, DS87, Har10, Kie85, LPT11, Mac96, MMOM14, Ste83, Tal84, Tee17].
Computo [Sup84]. Concave [Bue85b]. Concavity [You93]. Concentric
[DK08]. Concept [Cur05b, Kle89, MDH19]. Conceptions [CDL*01].
Concepts [GP76]. Concerning [Abb93, Mar82, NRT20, Ven76].
Conchospirals [Boy99]. Concise [GI18]. Concluding [Ano88g].
Conclusion [ASW94]. Concurrency [Hoe97]. Condensation [LHD21, RT07].
Condition [Dob72, GE95, PS15]. Conditional [Huf89]. Conditioning
[Roz94, ES85]. Conditions [DF96, Mat14, Sch99a, Whi11, You93]. Cone
[Cul97]. Conference [Mit72]. Confidence [AD78, SD93]. Conformality
[Fee01]. Confuse [Cof09]. Confusion [Ros70]. Congruence [Eve91].
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[Adl96, Bar10, Bel84, Ber14a, Ber20, Blo01, Bou99, Cia17, DeT84, DG80, DF96, Dun97a, DL73, Eck98, Edl85, GKR19, Gra95, Ham07, cH94, Hol81b, Kat03, Kob98, LP94, Mar98a, MM93, Mat92, Mus79, Nel99b, Nel15a, Nie78, PM82b, Pet14, Pla18, Pow80, Rat81, Sch78a, Sch82c, Sch88b, Sch92a, Sch72c, SY87, Seg83, ST20, Sen74, SR16, SK01, Tan86a, Tir86, Tou95].

Geometrical
[Bal78, Bid86, Hoe97, Jur94].

Geometrically
[Kal85a].

Geometrico
[LB94].

Geometries
[DE77, FS15].

GEOMETRY
[Gr¨u81, Alb81a, Bar84, Boy07, BL78, Can86, Die81, Dil14, Far00, Gao97, GRSS19, Gol16, Gro96, Gug96, Her02, HP93, HP99a, HP99b, Kle72, Log80, Mar10, Mc98a, MW97, NW10, OS81, Oss81, Ped80b, Ped98b, Sch81b, Sch86d, Swa74, VK80, Vie78, Yiu12].

George
[Ser17, AR86, Ale79d, Ano96n, Ano06o, Ano08p, Ano08q, Ano11h, Ano12g, Ano14h, Ano14i, Ano15g, Ano16f, Ano17f, Ano18f, Ano19g, Ano20f, Ano21h].

Gergonne
[Moo20].

Germain
[MGC19].

Gerrymander
[Suz14].

Gerrymandering
[HMP10].

Gestures
[LR20].

Get
[Boa81a, Lan95].

Gets
[Wri95].

Getting
[Ste77, TL00].

Giant
[Sim11b].

Gini
[LZ18].

Girls
[Col13].

Give
[SS83a].

Given
[Lan93b, Moo85, Pla17c, Woo00].

Glass
[DHR10].

Glasses
[IK06].

Gleanings
[Coo70].

Glimpse
[Ale83b].

Global
[Kac17].

GM
[Hof16, Mah20, Sch89b].

Go
[Tee07].

Goal
[Asa96].

Goat
[Fra84, Mey84].

God
[Alb84, JSW14, Joy14, Rok14, Rue82, Gra18].

Gödel
[Hof82, Vie75a, Vie75b].

Goes
[Gla93].

Going
[Due96, SH81, Wal11].

Goldbach
[EKP15].

Golden
[Edw14, Fal05, FH11, MS88, Mar92b, Nel16f, SW95].

Gompertz
[Byr11].

gon
[ASW94].

gons
[See98].

Gonzalez
[Col13, Bra13].

González-Velasco
[Bra13].

Good
[Ald88, AM01, Car77, Dav94, Flal1, Kro79, KH84, Ren82, SH81].

Gould
[Bro06].

GPS
[Kal02].

Gracious
[KR91].

Grades
[She77].

Gradient
[HM05, Mah20].

Graduate
[LaI70, Mc79].

Graeco
[KS06].

Graeco-Latin
[KS06].

Graham
[Kol81].

Grain
[Knu18].

Grandma
[BG15].

Granola
[Abe15, Jon12b, KM89, Kob98, Kob13a, MGC19, Nel14c, Nel16g, Nel16a, Spi16, Sub15, Una14b, Val15, Wan14a, Wan14b]. If
[Ger75, HSZ05, MS17a, NW98, Sel70, SH81]. II
[Alb05a, BD96b, Cha07, Gra99b, HP99b, RY13, Wie75b]. III [ES85].
[Fei76, GW70]. Ilogilcal [Lin19]. Illuminism [GRSS19]. Illustrate [Nie91].
Illuminism [GRSS19]. Illustrate [Nie91].
Illustrate [Col13]. Illustrating [Sch90b]. Image [Bri91, KK93a]. Images
[LS18]. Imaginary [BBB03, Wag77]. Imbalance [Sal14]. Imbedding
Impatient [CHJ11].Implement [Lu22]. Implementing [FLP18].
Implication [Ber75, Sn177]. Implicit [Boy15]. Importance [Ral84, Tuc93].
Impossible [PDR21]. Improper [Fly95]. Improve [Ken99a, Thu00].
Improvement [Sch90b]. Improving [Bro04, Mit74]. Inclusion
[SM13, Tre18]. Inclusion-Exclusion [Tre18]. Income [Fal85, HT84].
Inconvenient [AB16]. Increase [Fal85]. Increasing [FM94, Ler21].
Independence [Bis80, Che05, DT13, Mur77, Tes96]. Independent
[BB16, Bis80, Eis17, Her03, Mon82, Oma09, SW95]. Indeterminate
[Car78a, FS13]. Index [Hoo97, LS18, MS19, Ano95c]. India [Bre02]. Indices
[OS16, PS15]. Indecisive [Woo84]. Individualized
[Got92, Gre77, MC78, Rid95]. Induction
[BST78, Coc76, Dav84a, Ger75, Hat11, Hay92, Rue87, Sch95b, SH81, Val15].
Inductive [CS95, Tan15]. Inequalities [Har10]. Inequalities
[BR00, Bur83b, Dub92, Gre76, HH88, Lew73, Raz15, Sch74b]. Inequality
[BB97, Bur86b, FPS13, Gre73, GI18, Hof16, JS75, Kat03, Kun11, KK13c, 
Mah20, Nel89b, Nel15a, Saw17, Sch78a, Sch80a, Sch82c, Sch88a, Sch88b, 
Sch98, Sch91b, Sin81, SS79, Sum21, Wat89, Eds85, Goe11, MP88, Mor15, 
Per94, Rod80, Sch98c, SK89, Ste75, Wag77, Wie85]. Inescapable [Nie21].
Inexpensive [Wai78]. Inference [HSL77, RC99]. Infinite
[Cic86, Edw14, FH21, Gri78, Kem82, Kre97, Mal22, Mar90b, MDC80, Mim21, 
Pau19, Shi78, Thu00, Una09, Ric19a]. Infinitely [MHS92]. Infinitude
[Meh22, Nor17, Sad17]. Infinitum [Ber80]. Infinity
[Fra86a, Sch72c, Sch74d, Smu85, Wag11, Hop18a]. Inflection
[Bro01, Eck81, Kou95, OP76]. Influence [Hoa88]. Informal
[Gal81a, Will2b]. Information [Ano70m, Ano72]. Ano72k, Ano73n, Ano73o, 
Ano73p, Ano74p, Ano74q, Ano74r, Lan72, McCO1]. ing [Bon18]. Inge
[Rou13]. Inheritance [AN16, Ann98]. Inheritance [Rei73b]. Initial
[Cha07, Mat14, Nic21]. Inn [AWO05]. Inner [Cha13, Gra11a, Rou13].
Innovative [Max74]. Inone [Col13]. Inquisitiveness [Mai70]. Inradii
[Ric15b]. Insanity [RY13]. Inscribed [Lon83, Mac19, Mey86].
Inscribed-Triangle [Mae19]. Insects [Boy99]. Inservice [TA74]. Insight
[FS79, Gre74a, Hol81b]. Insights [Dra00]. Insignia [ST19]. Inspired
[BPP15, Du20]. Instances [Kna85]. Instant [RY13, Sch83a, Sch85b].
Institute [BE95]. Institutes [Chi82]. Institutional
[Ano72e, Ano72f, Ano73g, Ano74h, Ano74i]. Instruction
Instructional [Coh77b, DW74, Wal74]. **Instructor** [MC78, Pri73b]. **Instructors** [Sha18].

Insulation [MP12]. **Integer** [ANU14, CDH14, Fje95, Fos16, Han82, Han85, Her93, Hon15, KES09, Lut84, Mac92b, Nel16b, Sch73, Sin90, WN96].

**Integer-Sided** [Lut84]. **Integers** [CS06, Edg22, Han82, HMF20, Hsu82, Kri95, Lut84, Mac92b, Nel16b, Sch73, Sin90, WN96].

**Integrability** [Tho12]. **Integrable** [Pio21]. **Integral** [BC75, Bra16, CS17, DD10, EH16, Gro19, Ins89, KKS90a, Lin78, Lut11, MS89, Mat94, Moo83, Mur80a, Nel18, PL81, Pon17, Ros76, Sch74c, Sin12, Win95].

**Integrals** [Bro74, Bur00, Che09, Fly95, Key94, Lu22, MMOM14, Nie93, Rog07, Ros01, Say95, Str79, Str90a, Tru19, Und84, Wie83, Wie00, Wit17].

**Integrated** [Pec70]. **Integrating** [Gol83a, Hei78]. **Integration** [Ahn09, AS88, BHSTA21, Bre92, Bur86a, Cha99, Cho82, Cra77, DH12b, Gil91, Gri71, Gur19, HLL98, Hol81b, Hor90b, Hud11, Joh89, Ken99a, Kro16, MZ94, Mer05, Mey91, Mur80b, Nea93, Nel95, Olm73, SA79, Ste74, Ven74, Yan85].

**Intellectual** [SY87].

**Inter** [GP76]. **Inter-related** [GP76]. **Interaction** [Bra00]. **Interactive** [Fra86b]. **Interchange** [Eck11]. **Interchanging** [Ven74]. **Intercity** [Pul88]. **Interest** [Hol78, Rob78, Tan86b, Way80].

**Interesting** [Ang77, Bur86b, But81, Cra73b, Pen71, Pin75, Vie78].

**Interfractile** [Pag83]. **Intermediate** [JD98, Sha80, Wal11]. **International** [Pag85, RP85, Tur85b]. **Interpolating** [Hil92a, Lin74a]. **Interpolation** [LJ73, LL01, Lu22, McK76b, Sch87b].

**Interpretation** [Hoe84, Hug89, MM93, Mon82, R596, Tan86a]. **Interpretations** [Mus79].

**Intersections** [FM05]. **Interval** [AD78, Cas99]. **Intervals** [SD93, Tan17].

**Interview** [AR86, AR87, AR88, Alb91, Alb96, Alb97, Alb98, Alb04, Alb05a, Alb05b, Ale79e, Ale79f, Ale80, Ale81, Ano09k, Bar81a, Bro06, Hau08, Jon10, Log80, Mau83a, Pag84b, Pag85, TM01, Tat02]. **Interviewed** [Ale79d].

**Interviews** [Ano15a]. **Intrinsic** [FS15]. **Introduce** [Bre92, Chr83, Hon88]. **Introducing** [BMO00].

**Introduction** [Alb07b, Kat18, MS18, Nat91, Pag09, Sch97b, STW17, Hop18a, Hop18a]. **Introductory** [Hah88, Hei78, LaT93, Mac78, Rob84b].

**Intuitive** [Bis80, Coo11, Hol76, WC77]. **Intuition** [FG10].

**Invented** [Bre02]. **Inventor** [PS81].

**Inverse** [AS96, Boa85, CM98a, Cid21, Cra77, DR13, EH16, Ful05, GSS15, Gro93, Han85, Key94, MM93, MP14, Mor91, Nau94, Ovc11, Pap17, Sch85, Tro04].

**Inverse-Square** [Nau94]. **Inverses** [GCM18, Han82, Zen71].

**Investigation** [Brv97, FC91, Jur94]. **Investigations** [Cha21, DL75, Gor92, Rid95]. **Investment** [DG80, Thu82].

**Invisible** [Sch90c]. **Invitation** [MZ94]. **Involutions** [WW88, WCP88]. **Involved** [Gre77, Kip70, Ste77].

**Involving** [Abe15, Arm74, BHSTA21, Bru83, Kat09, Lew73, WCP88]. **Iroha** [Col13].

**Irrational** [Cho80a, Law21, Mis13, Mor10a]. **Irrationalities** [Sch74a].

**Irrationality** [Bum86, Gen91, Jon12b, Lin70]. **Irrationals** [SL84].
[PV09, KS06]. **Lattice** [Ben94, Pag87b, Par11, Sas91, Sch90c, Sco87, Zuc16]. **Lattices** [Ros89].

**Lead** [Guy84]. **Leads** [Gut19, Mac95, Va15]. **League** [Jon04, LP16]. **Learn** [GS90b, Wil72]. **Learned** [Ken99b, Nun10]. **Learning** [Jon04, LP16].

**Least** [She77, Ste75, Tee93, VK80]. **Lecture** [BB76, Hil92b, Mor73, Not71, Pen20, Wei76b]. **Lecture-Discussion** [Mor73]. **Lecture-Program** [BB76]. **Lecture-Text** [Not71].

**Lefschetz** [Tuc83]. **Left** [CRS10, Sim02]. **Leftist** [Ric08]. **Legs** [Kau20]. **Lehmann** [Rou13]. **Leibniz** [Cur05a, DC95, Gra94, Jon12b, Spi16, Sub04].

**Lender** [Mil85]. **Length** [Bar97, Chi73, Daw76, Ecn97, Gil98, Jac97, NM96, Rid98, Sim11b]. **Lengths** [GS11].

**Leon** [Ale92]. **Leonardo** [Bri75a, Len16]. **Lessons** [GO12, Hat83, Hol79].

**Let** [Boa81a, Han88, Her90]. **Letter** [An20g, Fos99, Kly19, Pri72, ST98].

**Letters** [ACF76, Ano70f, Ano79f, Ano79g, Ano79h, Ano80i, BEL75, BBW79, Coh77a, FFB78, GKB+75, GGF78, LMC+70, Lof78, PSSP76, She76, SP71, TD77, Thu82, Tp74, Wen74, Woo72a].

**Letting** [Len15]. **Level** [Fre11, Kac17, MP12, Snn77]. **Leventhal** [Ric19a]. **Leverage** [Hoa88]. **Lewis** [McC02, Rat10, RT07].

**L'Hôpital** [Bum84, Car78a, Eck11, Hua88, Gil97]. **Liability** [Fal85]. **Liar** [Wal04b].

**Liberal** [Gra99a, Gra99b, Len74, SW76]. **License** [Hut83]. **Lies** [BC94]. **Life** [Mau85, Nun10].

**Like** [GS90b, Mat17, Pla17a, SS93, Wil72, AN10, LM06, Nea94, RT07]. **Likelihood** [JW19]. **Limit** [Adl96, Aus82, BKSU19, Bet12, Biv86, BGR86, CMO0, Eck11, Ham20, Pla14, Sch72a, Sch76, Tha18].

**Limiting** [BHSTA21, Suz14]. **Limits** [AH81, Ash20, CM14b, Daw19, Day13, Gor84, Hos18a, Kan20, LW10, MS17b, Min92, Nan14, Sch97b, Sed80].

**Lincoln** [Sto04]. **Lindelöf** [Weg21]. **Line** [Ayo87, Biv86, BS04, But03, DL75, Gaz84, Hec03, Lew84, MS18, PG79, Sas81, SS82, Ste75, Tro89, Tur81, VK80, FG19].

**Line-to-Line** [DL75]. **Linear** [AR86, Ano93i, BC75, BM93, CJLP92, CJLP93, Car93, Che18, Col13, DK01, Din13, Dob85, DL75, Fra92, Fri21, Gra95, GL00, Gre85, Gug92, GEJ95, Gug96, Hsi89, Isa95, Kal01, Kal02, LaT93, Lax76, Lu22, Mac92b, Mcu20, Mau84, Ncl77, Oli73, Pol93, SS77, Sch99a, Seg87, Sen74, SB97, Sob97, Tuc93, UK96, Wal96, CJLP93].

**Linearizing** [AAC04]. **Linearly** [CL85]. **Lines** [Alf15, BC16b, FM05, NM96, SS00, SH85, Smi00, Ste01, Tro04, Wil03].

**Link** [Liu01]. **Linking** [BCK+21]. **Links** [BCK+21]. **Lipman** [AR87]. **Lissajous** [Cas03, MW97]. **List** [RC99]. **Literacy** [Hec75]. **Literature** [Boa79b, CS74].

**Little** [Bon18]. **Live** [Gei84]. **Lives** [BPP15, Tre92]. **Living** [Alb81a].

**Lizard** [Bir15]. **Lobb** [Kos09]. **Local** [You93]. **Locating** [BS14b, Can89].
Location [Buc87, PDR21]. Locations [EK92].
Locis [Cav96]. Locus [AM10, Man83b]. Log
[Jon77]. Logarithm [BD78, Bla16b, Cus83, Kal01, Kir88, MW83].
Logarithmic [Ni16]. Logarithms [AM01, Bur99, Chr83, Fre86, Pie77].
Logic [Lin19, Mar91, Nee13, Set74, She75]. Logical [BR83b, Set74, Sch11a].
Logistic [Bra01a, Cav93, Wil02a]. Lognormal [SM00]. LOGO
[FC91, Wat85]. Long [Bas16, BM98a, Bur99, Sch04, Som00]. Longest
[Sch90a]. Look [AS02, BB01, BC18b, Cha91, CK14, Egg20, Fal81, Fra88,
Fri78, HMNW94, Lan72, Lar85, Lon83, Mal17, Sch84b, Sim95, Tre92, WS73].
Looking [Bri88, Car98, HLL98, Hsu80, JD90, Mos84, NS17].
Loopholes [Ben76a, BL75, Zir76]. Loose [Lie97]. Lord [FE01]. Lore [Eck83]. Lose
Lottery [Ber94, Ilt00, Kai01]. Love [Ped98b]. Low [VK00]. Lower
Lunda-designs [Ger00]. Luoshu [TT12].
Dav85, Dru92, Fra88, FH95, Ger75, GO12, GG84, GM99, Guy82, Hec75, Hon79e, Hon79a, Hon79b, Hon79c, Hon80a, Hon80b, Hon80c, Hon81a, Hon81b, Hon82a, Hon82b, Hon83a, Hon83b, Hon95, Jon11, Kac17, KS96, Ler21, Mai70, Mot75, Nie91, Pag85, Pag86, Ren81, RP85, Ruc87, Sch83b, Ser17, Smi81, SH81, Wag94, Alb05a]. Mathematician [Alb94, AC00, Atk05, Bai88, CL90, Gra18]. Mathematicians [Alb81b, Alb07a, Ald79a, AC00, All03, Ano71f, Beh73, Bei20, Boa71a, Boa79b, Bra13, Bru83, BEN78, BS72, BM77, CS74, Car75, Chi82, Cog99, CC95, CCH76, CDK+90, CS86b, CS87, CS88, Cuo00, DP71, Dav80, Dav82d, DW98, Den13, DK08, Don73, Duf97, DW74, ES85, EW70, Eli84, Fei76, FIRW14, Fis75, FA71, FMA72, FM77, Fri78, Gal91, Gar00a, GK77, Gol11a, Gol83a, GS90b, Gra99a, Gra99b, Gre77, Had13, Ham84, Han70, Has71b, Hat83, Hau08, HA70, Her90, Her10, Hic70, Hil92b, Hol79, Hoo97, Ill17, Job76, Jon71, Ken00, Kor85, Lai70, Lat83, LS94, LeC86, Led77, Lei83, Len76, Lin75, Lin21, Lop93, Luc84, Mac78, Man74, Man75, Man78, Mat96, May13, Mey07, Mil74, Mit72, Mit74, Pag20, Pri89, Ral84, Ric87]. Mathematics [RM71, Rob84b, San06, San02, SS93, Shu02, Slo76, Sna88, Spa71, SW76, Ste73, Ste76b, Sto07, Tal84, Tee07, Tee12, Tox70, Tre92, TS83, Tue93, Wag84, Wag11, WE73, Wal74, WW20, Whi88, Wil73, WM76, Wil82b, Wil72, Woo70, You70, Zah72, Zas70, Zee13, Zit05, Ano70e]. Matromologist [Alb82]. Matrices [BM98b, CD93, Han82, Han85, Hoo00, Ins93, JK98, Kha03, Kra91, LP14, Str93, Str77, Swa73, TTT+13, VB86, VK00, Zem71, Zha17a]. Matrix [Alp89, BS02, Bur98, CM98a, Cid21, Coa11, DR13, Fra86, FH11, GCM18, Gol94, Han90, HM95, Kal96b, LL01, LW18, Mal22, Moo20, Pap17, TB20, Tho00, Wan21, ZF97, CG19]. Matroids [LN14]. Maturity [Rob78]. Maupertuis [Sim11b]. Maurer [Dan85]. Maverick [Alb82]. Max [BAW87, Bai91, HP14, Ziz98]. Max-Min [BAW87, Bai91, Ziz98]. Maxim [Smi81]. Maximizers [Smi81]. Maxima [Ano92f, CL15, Cha92, LM90, Sc74b]. Maximal [Kal06, Lat83, Tan17]. Maximization [CC19]. Maximize [Lan74, Mey86]. Maximizing [DS99, Eck07, Sim09a]. Maximum [Car72, Kal84b, Pla17c, Ric15b, SS83a]. Maybe [Moo86, TYM88]. Mazzotti [Gra18]. MD [Gra18]. Mean [Boa81b, Bur83b, Edd85, Fal81, Har86, Hoe84, Kac17, Kat03, Mer17, MP88, Mur84, Mye77, Neln99b, Neln15a, PM82b, Pla14, Pla16, Say95, Sch78a, Sch82c, Sch85c, Sch88b, Sil89, SS81b, Smi86, Sto04, Pow80]. Mean-Harmonic [Neln89b]. Mean-Value [Boa81b]. Meaning [DC95]. Means [Dub92, Hub94, Pla16, Sch88a, Zuc16]. Measles [Ro70]. Measure [Kow89]. Measures [Che05, Nie94, PM82a, PM83]. Measuring [TPB99]. Mechanical [CW09, Osl06]. Mechanics [vD09]. Media [Ano86g, Ano88h, Ano88i, Ano88j, Ano93m, Ano93j, Ano93k, Ano94l, Ano94m, Ano95o, Ano96o, Ano96p, Ano97o, Ano97p, Ano97q, Ano98k, Ano99k, Ano99l, Ano99m, Ano99n, Ano99o, Ano00g, Ano00h, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano00l, Ano00m, Ano00n, Ano00o].
Mistaken [KS06]. Mistakes [DP80]. Misunderstood [LP94]. Mixed [AM02, Pro76]. Mobile [Far02]. Möbius [An01b]. Mod [ALS12, Ryd96, Sch00, Sib12]. Model [BO95, DW74, Heg87, KKS91, LR20, Lon76, Mic12, SE96, Seg87, TA74, Wan10]. Modeling [BW19, BQ13, Bur98, Fis75, Gar00a, KS03, KK13b, Led16, Lor00, Pag86, San91, WM13]. Models [App01, BHB04, DY04, HM05, Kac17, Lan20b, Led16, Mas84, Roz07].

Modern [BS15, Mer18, Sri10]. Modularizing [SW76]. Modulo [ANU14, Daw94, KES09, LD15, Niel13, Niel17b, SB84]. Model [BO95, DW74, Heg87, KKS91, LR20, Lon76, Mic12, SE96, Seg87, TA74, Wan10]. Modeling [BW19, BQ13, Bur98, Fis75, Gar00a, KS03, KK13b, Led16, Lor00, Pag86, San91, WM13]. Models [App01, BHB04, DY04, HM05, Kac17, Lan20b, Led16, Mas84, Roz07].
Dav82b, Dav82c, Kin79a, Kin79b, Kin79c, Kin79d, Kin80a, Kin80d, Kin80e, Kin80f, Kin80g, Kin81a, Kin81b, Lin76a, Lin76b]. Newton [LS12, Bro04, Chr96, CMS20, CSTM10, Cur05a, FN07, FH94, Het97, McG18, Nau94, Pri99, Ric87, Smi87, Wag77, Wal95b, WN94, WK94, Wil94]. NFL [Joh93b]. Nigeria [Zas70]. Nilpotent [Loe14]. Nim [Rou14, FLS14]. Nine [BCR+11, CD93, GP02]. Nine-Card [CD93]. Nines [Lon81]. Nineteenth [AC00]. Ninetieth [Ale79d]. Niven [AA91, KC84]. No [Bea06, Cal00, GG82, Ilt00, Tan88, Hau05, Knu91]. Nod [Lo 97]. Noether [Sr10]. Non [ACJ+06, Bea17, BG04, SC03]. Non-Circularity [BG04]. Non-Convex [ACJ+06]. Non-Proof [Bea17]. Non-Smooth [ACJ+06]. Nonagonal [Cag20a]. Nonconsecutive [Mat14]. None [Fra86a]. Nonfield [Pom77]. Nonlab [Hor74]. Nonlecture [Hor74]. Nonlinear [MC20]. Nonlogarithmic [Bad82]. Nonperiodic [JM97]. Nonprogrammed [Hor74]. Nonstandard [Gor86, Kun88]. Nontransitive [Gri17, SS17]. Nontrivial [BC17]. nor [Ash97]. Normal [Eis17, PS15, S900, Smi00, Stu95, Tha18, TL00]. Normalizers [Joh00]. Normals [BT07, Ros14]. Norms [DLM04]. North [Joh72a]. Notation [Gar93, Hol76]. Notational [Hil89]. Note [Ben76a, Ben76b, Ber75, Bra94, BS78, Car78a, Eeu97, Eul86, Eul97, Fra78, Giri78, Kro82, Lin74b, Lin78, Leu92, McCS0c, Mrr80c, Pin72, Sch74d, Seg82b, SSS9, Ton15, Wes94, Wii89, Yan85, Zen96]. Notes [Ano72g, Ano73i, Ano73j]. Nothing [Blå16b, Sta98]. Notices [Ano74l, Ano74m, Ano75g, Ano75h, Chi75, Chi76]. Notion [DC95]. Novel [Eck98, KB99b]. Null [Kal84a]. Number [Blå16b, BB08b, Cho80a, Edg21, FG07, Gre74b, GEJ95, Hen94, JB92, Jep79, Joh73, Jon12a, JSW14, Joy14, Kail91, Knu97, Mac92b, Mar90b, Mar90, McC02, Mel15d, Pau85, Pla17a, Re89, Rib94, Roh14, Sch95d, Sot95, Sta88, SY93, Wie85, YD07]. Number-Guessing [McC02]. Number-Pad [FG07]. Number-Theoretic [JB92]. Numberland [Wil02b]. Numbers [Asa84, AG87, Ben17, BCK+21, Ber94, Bon14, Bro99a, BDDY13, Cag15, Cag20a, Cag20b, Car78b, Coo82, DV21, Eec83, Edg20, Fra88, Fra87, Gal91, Hay92, Hon15, Hut83, IMW12, Kail84b, KC84, KC87, Kii83, Lea16a, Lea73, Lin70, Lue83, MM73, MA83, Mel15b, Mel15c, Mel16d, Mel16e, Mel17b, Mel19, Oma09, Pon17, Pri18, Rib97, Ric08, Ric19b, Ric19c, Ryd96, Sad17, Sch72b, Shi10, Sp016, Sp017, SS21, Wat12, Wei76a, Wie84, Wil82a, Wri95, Yiu12]. Numerical [Alb07a, And81, AS88, Bur86a, Fly95, Gue01, Ken99a, Mer05, TT12]. Numerically [Wil08b]. NY [Hop19]. O [Nat91]. Oakland [RC20]. Objects [ST20]. Oblique [Dun77]. Observation [Fri21]. Observations [Jan80]. Obstacle [BPR15, BE03]. Obstructed [CHS87]. Obtaining [And81, KC90]. Obvious [Wal11]. Occupational [Mit72]. Octoplex [Mic11]. Odd [Dav84a, Her12]. Oddity
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Produced

Product

Professional

Program

Program-Ron

Programmed

Programming

Programs

Progress

Progression

Project

Projectile

Projectiles

Projections
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Pla17a, Pla17b, Pla17c, Pla18, Pow80, Pri18, Pro76, Raz15, Ren14b, Ren14a, Ren81, Ric15b, Sal18, Saw17, Sch72a, Sch78a, Sch82c, Sch85b, Sch88a, Sch89c, SK89, Sch91b, Sch94a, Sch86f, Sch95b, SH14, Ser15, Sha78, Spo22, Sub15, Sun21, Tan15, Tre18, Tur81, Tym81, Una09, Una10, Una14b, Una14a, Usi86, Wan14a, Wan14b, Wie87, Xu14, Zac18, Zho18, Kat18, Wag11.

Proofs [Ang77, Ber20, BCR, Coc76, DR06, Gal81a, Hay92, Hen90, JS75, Lei07, Mim21, Nor17, Rob90, SS21, Wat89].

Propeller [Gar99, SJC00].

Proper [Sha95]. Properties [Hoe87, Shp14]. Property [AMR13, AT08, Bro84, Cas87, Cow76, DeT94, KN15, Mas11, PS82a, Par95, Sch77, Sch95b, Spi06, Spo22, Usi86, FN07]. Proportion [MS20]. Proportional [FM00]. Proportionality [Lau20b]. Proportions [Har86, Kob14].


Punxsutawney [ABCS01]. Pure [Hal85]. purged [AB91]. Purposes [Boa82]. Pursuit [See98, Sim07]. Push [Tee12]. Push-To [Tee12]. Put [Lan93b]. Putnam [HS96]. Putting [DM10, JM97]. Puzzle [Ano14a, Kat03, KK09, Lam96, Nac14, Nac15a, Nac15b, Nac15c, Nac15d, Nac16a, Nac16b, Nac16c, Nac16d, Nac17a, Nac17b, Nac17c, Nac18a, Nac18b, Nac18c, Nac18d, Par05, Ric10]. Puzzles [Ano09w, Ano15h, Lev14, Mar21, Nac16e, Nac17d, Nac18e, Nee13, Ped73, Sal14, Wil93]. Puzzling [How18, vD09]. Pyramid [Lo 91, Wa100a]. Pyramids [McC98b].

Pythagoras [Fos16, Ren14b, Ren14a]. Pythagorean [AA19, AN10, AN12, Bas16, BS96, Coo13, DW19, Dun77, Eck92, For92, For17, Gaz92, Gen89, Har86, Heo15, Hii85a, JY98, Kau86, Kau20, Kle72, Lem16, Len15, MW03, Mol17, Nel14b, Nel16c, Nel16e, Nel19, Nel22, PS03, Sch82a, Spo17, SY12, Ti86, WW00, Wie84, Hop19]. Pythagorean-like [AN10].

Quotient-Rule-Integration-by-Parts [DH12b]. Quotients [Pla78].
Qwirkle [BDSL18].


Ramanujan [BS02, Par05]. Ramifications [AA04]. RAMS [Sup84]. Random [BR89, Eis17, EG75, GS11, Gre74b, HS96, JR88, Lan77, LM92, LM10, Mur84, Wri89]. Randomized [Kun89]. Randomly [Tre20].

Randomness [Ber02]. Range [LM10, TT12]. Ranges [Pag83]. Rank [Cal08, Kir97, Kun11, LP14, VK00]. Ranking [Kor97]. Rankings [Coo86, JWW16].

Randomness [Bri75a]. Rain [Bai02, Bai13]. Ralston [Ano84b].


Reciprocity [LP94]. Recirculation [BHB04]. Recommendations [CJLP93, Jon71, Per73]. Reconstruction [Tym81]. Record [BBHS02].


Reduction [Gre11, KC90, SM91]. Reductions [FG10]. Redundancy [GS96]. Redundant [Cas87]. Redux [GW18, NW10]. Reencountered [Day88]. Reexamining [Cel99]. Referees [Ano07y, Ano09v, Ano11s, Ano12r, Ano13q, Ano14t, Ano15t, Ano16r, Ano17u, Ano18m, Ano19j, Ano20h, Ano21j]. Reflection [Bro84, Cow76, Usi86]. Reflections [Ayo87, Bri84, Cha09, Mal15].

[Cai73, Fra75, Fre12, Jac97, JV15, Nel15e, See98]. Reid [Ale80]. Reinventing [CV14]. Rejection [Mil71, Saa70]. Relabeling [FS99]. Related [AW85, Bob95, Cea81, Cea84, Dub92, Ful00, Hof78a, Mer22, Mye77, PG06, ST20, Som02, GP76]. Relating [BK85, HP99a, HP99b]. Relation [Lam96, Lin11, TV94]. Relations [AN16, Bri75b, CW90, Gil97, PM82a, PM83, Slo77]. Relationship [Nel88, Nel92, Str90b]. Relative [Ano84f, Boy10, Cha92, Hil92a]. Relativity [DR04, Sha95]. Relaxing [CS17]. Relevant [Cla73]. Reliability [GS96]. Remainder [BSL09, Bre08, How02, Per17, Sch87b]. Remark [Kit19, Mar82]. Remarks [Abb93, Ano88g, Ven76]. Remains [Hat83]. Reminiscence [Tuc83]. Remove [Jon11]. Rent [BE95]. Rental [WS96]. Reordered [Ric19a]. Repetition [SL84]. Repeating [AT08, Fje95, Gan84, Lea84, McK76a, Pla78]. Repetitions [Hyd88]. Replace [EH20]. Replies [Ano96n, WK94]. Report [Che22, Cun08, Fle79, GW70, Kha13]. Representations [ALT10b, Lon81, Pio21, Sch81c]. represented [Her10]. Reprint [Hop19, Ser17]. Repunit [Fra88]. Rescue [Ler21]. Research [Ano01-30, Ano04z, Ano06z, Ano07z, Ano09x, Chi82, Chi82, Not71, SS93, WM76]. Reserve [CHS86]. Residue [Sch72b]. Resistance [PY04, dA95]. Resolution [Wal04b]. Resolved [LJ73]. Resolving [Chr96]. Resources [DK01]. Respect [Gre75, Wie01]. Response [Ano84h, Ano84h, Ano88a, Dan85, Gia73, Kun89, Mat96, Wil94]. Responses [KGP88]. Restaurant [Yin87]. Restless [Mey96]. Result [BAW87, BS02, BF77, Jep79, Kri95, Nel16b]. Results [Gar00b, Mye77, Not71, Sch84a]. Retention [CDK+90]. Rethinking [Bro99a]. Retirement [Dan98]. Retreat [HA70]. Retrofile [Ehr12]. Return [Mey84]. Revealed [Ben02]. Reveals [Ric19a]. Revenge [Str85]. Review [Ale07, Ale08, Ano14g, Ano15a, AG14, Bac09, Bar11, Bla01, Bra13, Bur16, Car17, Che15, Col13, Cox12, Cra11a, CO92, Dev05, Dic17, Ewi99, Fus13, Gar07, Gar15, Gol17, Gol10, Gol11b, Gol13, Goo08, Gra03, Gra18, Gre16, Gut19, Hen14, Hop14a, Hop16, Hop18a, Hop19, Hung06, HN91, Kap17, Kar13, Kat18, KB99a, Ken01, Kho14, Kin10, Kly15, Kra01, Lin00a, McDo00, Mor11, Muri10, Nat91, Norm00, O'R15, Ols13, Qui16, Qui17, Ric19a, Ros17, Ros00, Ros02, Ros06, Ros16, RC20, Sat99, Sch11a, Ser17, Sol99, Sri10, Swe02, Swe03, TB91, Wag11, Wil16, Wil02, dF89]. Reviews [AB83, AH82, Ale83a, And84, Ano70h, Ano70i, Ano71g, Ano71h, Ano72i, Ano73m, Ano80j, Ano80k, Ano80l, Ano81l, Ano81m, Ano84a, Ano84p, Ano92p, Ano00s, Ano01-29, Arg93, AA95, Bau98, Bau93, BBM87, BSR85, Bou81, BR94, BB86, Cam82, Cam91, Cho91, CSL+74, CM98b, CB09, Col10, DeT93, DF85, DL84, Fin94, Fin97, Fin96, FW04, Fra97, Gil95a, Gil95b, GSH87, Guli93, Har97, Hen95, Her09, Hoe90, Hos86, HAC88, JBC89, Kal99, KK90, KLB+87, Lan83, Lat73, LH18, LEHE87, LP88, LHL88, Lei90, LH92, Lei93, Lei95, Lei96, Lei97, Lew02, LMK79, LF79, LTM79, LRM79, LM79, LG80, LB80, LC80, LH80, LGA81, Lin8a, Lin8b, Lin8c, Lin82a, Lin82b,
Lin82c, Lin83a, Lin83b, Lin83c, Mal81, May97b, Moo84, MS94, MH09].
SC03, VU21, Gol16, MS20, NS17, Nat91. Sets [Abb93, BBB+13, BE03, Dav92, Fon09, Iga08, Mar08, McA83, PV09, Sch99b, SW95, Tro89, Wag20].

[Gol13]. **Snowfalls** [Boa80]. **Snowplow** [pX91]. **Social** [Mey07]. **Socially** [Cla73]. **Society** [Ser17]. **Sock** [Pau21]. **Soft** [SJ11]. **Software**

[And84, Ano84o, Ano84p, Ano92p, Ano00s, Ano01-29, Arg93, AA95, Bau98, Bau93, BBM87, BSR85, BR94, BS86, Cam91, Cho91, CM98b, CO92, CS86b, CS87, CS88, DeTr93, DF85, Den13, DL84, Fin94, Fin97, Fin96, FW94, Fra97, Gem89, Gil95a, Gil95b, GSH87, Gu93, Har97, Hen95, Hoe90, Hos86, HAC88, HN91, JBC89, Kal99, KK90, KL87, LH86, LEHE87, LP88, LHL88, Lei90, LF92, Lei93, Lei95, Lei96, Lei97, Lew02, May97b, Moo84, MS94, MSFA85, Pag89, PGNH90, Pal92, Pen89, RCS86, Sag92, SZ89, SDC85, Sol94, Tan85, Tha01, Tho96, TB91, Wei91, Wil96, Wil98a, Wil98a, Wil98c, Zeh96, dF89, dFMN+90]. **Solar** [Phr90]. **Solid** [Vie78]. **Solids** [Ara11, Cai73, DH03, Gro05b, Knu18, MMOM14]. **Solitaire** [Bia98, Hop12]. **Solitary** [Han70]. **Solomon** [Sim09b, Tuc83]. **Solution**

[Ano14a, Aus82, BF00, Bon18, Bro80, Gor86, KW98, Mit81, Moo20, Nel77, NW98, Nie21, RR89, Ric19c, SA99]. **Solutions**

[Ano73k, Ano73l, Ano74n, Ano74o, Ano75i, Ano75j, Ano75k, Ano75l, Ano76e, Ano76f, Ano77f, Ano77g, Ano77h, Ano77I, Ano77J, Ano78f, Ano78g, Ano78h, Ano78i, Ano78j, Ano90k, Ano90l, Ano90m, Ano90n, Ano90o, Ano91k, Ano91l, Ano91m, Ano91n, Ano91o, Ano92k, Ano92l, Ano92m, Ano92n, Ano92o, Ano93l, Ano93m, Ano93n, Ano93p, Ano94a, Ano94p, Ano95p, Ano95q, Ano95r, Ano95s, Ano95t, Ano96q, Ano96r, Ano96s, Ano96t, Ano96u, Ano97r, Ano97s, Ano97t, Ano97u, Ano97v, Ano98s, Ano98e, Ano98o, Ano98p, Ano99r, Ano99s, Ano99t, Ano99u, Ano99v, Ano00n, Ano00o, Ano00p, Ano00q, Ano00r, Ano01x, Ano01y, Ano01z, Ano01-27, Ano01-28, Ano02x, Ano02y, Ano02z, Ano02-27, Ano02-28, Ano03w, Ano03x, Ano03y, Ano03z, Ano03-27]. **Solutions**

[Ano04u, Ano04v, Ano04w, Ano04x, Ano04y, Ano05u, Ano05v, Ano05w, Ano05x, Ano05y, Ano06u, Ano06v, Ano06w, Ano06x, Ano06y, Ano07t, Ano07u, Ano07v, Ano07w, Ano07x, Ano08w, Ano08x, Ano08y, Ano08z, Ano08-27, Ano09q, Ano09r, Ano09s, Ano09t, Ano09u, Ano09w, Ano10l, Ano10m, Ano10n, Ano10o, Ano11n, Ano11o, Ano11p, Ano11q, Ano11r, Ano12m, Ano12n, Ano12o, Ano12p, Ano13, Ano13l, Ano13m, Ano13n, Ano13o, Ano13p, Ano14o, Ano14p, Ano14q, Ano14r, Ano14s, Ano15h, Ano15o, Ano15p, Ano15q, Ano15r, Ano15s, Ano16n, Ano16o, Ano16p, Ano16q, Ano17o, Ano17p, Ano17q, Ano17s, Ano17t, Ano18j, Ano18k, Ano18l, Boy99, Cho80c, Chu09, CDH+14, OC20c, Cur21a, Cur21b, Cur22, For17, Hor90a, Joh94, Jus73, Jus74a, Jus74b]. **Solutions**

[Jus76a, Jus76b, KH08, Kun72, Kun73, Mac92b, Nac16e, Nac17d, Nac18c, Nee13, Nel94, OC18, OC19a, OC19b, OC19c, OC19d, OC19e, OC20a, OC20b, OC20d, OC20e, OC21a, OC21b, PP84, Sch85a, Smu82b, Tea06]. **Solvable** [Mic12]. **Solve** [LM90, Moo91, Nie03, Sch99a]. **Solved** [Par13]. **Solving** [Bom82, CG19, CM20, DW87, Hof78b, Hut80, Oli73, OB79, SB84, She75, UK96]. **Soma** [GP02]. **Some**

[Adl96, AK75, Bel84, BD96a, BD96b, Biv97, Bla91, Boy15, BM93, Bum84,
Bur86b, Bur77, Cea81, Che96, Cla73, DK97, Daw76, Den07, Fis75, Gar00b, Gre74a, Hel73, Hil80a, Hil80b, Hoe87, Hof78b, Lan80, Lat83, Len81, Mau83b, Mer74, MS78, Mun04, Mye77, NRT20, Pri89, RS96, Rob84a, Sch74c, Sch77, SL84, Sch90b, ST19, ST20, Sel70, Sel70, Ser15, SS81a, Sta79, Str72, Val15.

**Something** [Bes14, Sta98]. **Sometimes** [LS12]. **Sonar** [WWW83].

**Sophie** [MGC19]. **Sophomores** [Ben13]. **Southern** [Zas70].

**Space** [Kal84a, Kra91, Nor09, Sim06, WS81]. **Space-Filling** [WS81]. **Spaces** [Car98, ESS08]. **Spaceships** [NS17]. **Spacewalk** [Hes95]. **Spanish** [San02].

**Sparsely** [KR91]. **Special** [Biv97, Dev91b, Hos18a]. **Specified** [AFL +21].

**Spectacle** [Sim09a]. **Spectral** [Sob97]. **Speed** [AW85, CSWW01]. **Speeding** [Gue01]. **Spell** [Gra94]. **Sphere** [Seg82b, Siu84, DS08]. **Spheres** [Cha80, GY00]. **Spherical** [Ara11, Ban04, FS15, Hob13, Mur95, Par83]. **Spheroid** [Sch07]. **Spider** [Hes95, MV12]. **Spiders** [Rid90]. **Spills** [Nie94].

**Spinners** [CG14, FGL +18]. **Spinout** [Lam96]. **Spirals** [Boy99, CBL19].

**Spiriograph** [Hal92, Sim97]. **Spirolaters** [FC91]. **Splines** [Hil90, KR96].

**Splits** [Doa89]. **Spock** [Bir15]. **Sports** [Hei78, Min94]. **Spread** [Mic12].

**Spreadsheet** [Arg84]. **Spreadsheets** [Hsi89, Sno89, Vod97]. **Spring** [CH99, HA70, SJ11].

**Sprinkler** [SR10]. **Sprouts** [Pri76]. **Square** [Abb93, Bro99b, Cha13, Dav92, HkP15, Han90, Jep86, Jon12a, Jun74, MM14, Mck76b, Mer17, Mis13, Moon8, Nau94, Nel89b, Nel16e, Nel17a, Pri17, Pri99, SS83a, TT03, We83, Zac18].

**Square-Free** [Abb93, Dav92]. **Square-Sum** [HKP15]. **Squares** [AM83a, BB14, Ber18, Bro01, Cos17, DeM12, DeM13, DeT10, Ger00, JY98, KS06, LS79, MM14, Nel13, Neli4a, Neli4d, PV09, Pri18, Ste75, Teye93, VK80, Wag20, WR89, Wis99]. **Squaring** [Ben12a, CW09, Gor08]. **Squeeze** [BHSTA21, Cur14]. **SSD** [Sch83b].

**Stability** [Bar09, SR10]. **Stable** [Fre08]. **Stack** [BC04]. **Stacking** [Jon93, Pfi91].

**Staircase** [DS12]. **Stairway** [Far08]. **Stan** [Bar81a]. **Stand** [RS00, Ska96].

**Standard** [Boo79, Fa81, Gor86, Mun84, PL81, SP79]. **Star** [JV15, Lee98, Nak86]. **Stars** [Som03, WC99]. **Statement** [Ano70].

**Statements** [BR83b]. **States** [BR87, CH17, Ric05]. **Station** [Sim06]. **Statistical** [Che05, EW70, HSL77, Rob84a, RC99, VU21]. **Statistician** [Ive88]. **Statisticians** [Sne88]. **Statistics** [Ald88, Bai00, Bra00, Eve02, Far00, Gk88, God88, Hah88, Hei78, KGSP88, Ker83, LRSZ14, Mos88, PM88, Qui17, RS16, Tan88, Wag83].

**Steep** [Pag72]. **Steiner** [Rou12]. **Step** [Lo 91]. **Stephen** [Dan85]. **Stevens** [Sun0, Ric19a, Jon10]. **Stewart** [Hop18a]. **Stick** [CS86a]. **Sticker** [DLPS16]. **Stieltjes** [Gro19]. **Stiffening** [CH99]. **Still** [Abb96, Sch82c].

**Stillwell** [Wag11]. **Sting** [KS03]. **Stirling** [Ham20, OB77, WR95].

**Stochastic** [Bics80, Bur98, DR13, EG75]. **Stoke** [Sun96]. **Stopers** [JW08].

**Storage** [LS01]. **Story** [Lev14]. **Straight** [FG19, Malb10]. **Straight-in** [Mab10]. **Straight-line** [FG19]. **Straightedge** [Hec03, Woa00]. **Strange** [FGL +18]. **Strategic** [CHS86]. **Strategies** [AMM15, Bos00]. **Strategy** [CC19, Con99, Gal81b, Pie71]. **Straus** [Ser15]. **Straw** [IK06, Igoa0, JSSW06].
Stretch [Ruc87]. Stretched [Ber14a]. Strictly [FM94]. String [Blä16b, Bur92, Che81, Pen86]. Strings [Sch12, Sch90c]. Strogatz [Nun10, Ric19a]. Strong [Tho12]. Stronger [BB97, FPS13]. Strongly [Sch90c]. Strophoid [Job11]. Structure [Oss81]. Struik [Tat02]. Student [Ano01-30, Ano04z, Ano06z, Ano07z, Ano09x, BCR11, CS17, EB99, Ger75, Hol81b, HSL77, Mac78, MS78, Nun10, Sch83b, Ste73, Tea06, WE73, Wil73, Som99]. Student-It [HSL77]. Student-Produced [BCR11]. Students [Boy81, CDK90, CDL01, Due96, LS94, L997, Mer74, Mit72, Pöl76a, Pöl76b, Pöl76c, SE96, Sha18, Ste81a, Ste77, Tre92, Wil72, Woo72b]. Study [CJLP93, Dav85, Fra92, Jon74, KM15, Liu01, Per73]. Studying [KR98, Tre92]. Stuff [Fre95, SH81]. Stupid [BMRS13, Moo78a]. Style [CFLR12, Kat18, OB77]. Subadditive [FZ12]. Subgroup [OS16]. Subgroups [JB92, Pet11, PS15]. Subharmonic [Seg89]. Subliminal [Ros04]. Subnormals [BW13]. Subrings [Arp74]. Subscribers [Ano72e, Ano72f, Ano73g, Ano74h, Ano74i]. Subscription [Ano70m, Ano72i, Ano72k, Ano73n, Ano73o, Ano73p, Ano74r]. Subsequence [CL90]. Subset [Kre17]. Subsets [DR20]. Subsidiary [Bai88]. Subspaces [Lay93, Str93]. Substance [Oss81]. Substitution [Moo80]. Substitutions [BR17]. Subtle [JLR11]. Subtleties [Bum84]. Subtracting [San19]. Success [WJ73]. Successful [Gre77]. Succession [MB82]. Successive [Sub04]. Sudoku [PV09, ALT10b]. Sufficient [PS15]. Sugar [DL73]. Suggest [Ken99a]. Suggested [Hil80a, Hil80b, PM74]. Suggestion [LeD73, Sch70]. Suggestions [Sel70, Ste74]. Sum [Ahu79, Albi2, Bur95, DeM12, DeM13, DeT10, Eis17, Gor89, HKP15, Har88, HMF20, JV15, Kac19, Kal93, Kobi17, Len81, Mat91, Mol16, Mur81, Nak86, NS87, Nel15c, OT72, PK83, Pla17b, Pri18, Pug80, Ric15b, SP79, Shi10, Spi06, Tur81, Una09, Una10, Wan14b, Zia91, Sup84, Yi12, AE19]. Sum-Difference [Shi10, Yi12]. Sum-Guessing [Ahu79]. Summation [FN92, Lib81, McC90, Pri73a]. Summations [Kat09]. Summer [LS94, Tox70]. Summing [Bur00, Car87, LPP08, Nel14d, Sch92a]. Sums [Alb02, BQ08, Bén05, Ber18, Bra01b, BGR86, Cag20b, CP89, CL90, CRa12, DK97, Den07, Edg22, Ekl00, Gor94, Gui95, Her12, Hsu82, Kobi13b, Kre97, Kri95, Kro83, Len81, Les04, LM20, Mar90a, Mur80a, Nel14a, Nel15d, PE82, Pfa11, Pfl88, Pla17a, Pon07, Pri73a, Sch86a, SS21, Str90a, Tru19, Wis99, Har87]. Sun [Bra01c, Dee99]. Sunshades [FN09]. Super [Log79, Som00]. Superbat [Bai87]. Superior [BKSU19]. Superposition [BR87]. Support [JW15, Mer74, Zee13]. Supported [Ash20]. Supposer [SY87]. Surface [CW90, HLL98, Kwo16, LL01, Seg82b, Str90b, Ton97, Zam77]. Surfaces [Boy07, LH89, Tee93, Wol71]. Surfacing [Bei89]. Surpass [Ral84]. Surprise [DD95, ES85]. Surprises [BPP15, Boa79a]. Surprising [AK75, BAW87, Eve91, Nel16b, OHC07]. Survey [All03, Car75, Fle79, Fle80, Kle89, Lan72]. Surveyor [Bra86]. Survival [Lin75]. Surviving [GM99]. Suspen [KK13a]. Suspension [Gro10, HM05]. Sustainability [Zee13]. SVD [Kal96b, LL01]. Sweeping
Sweepstakes [Eck07]. Swimming [Zho18]. Swing [WRR98].
Sweeping [Fre08]. Sylvester [Kun11]. Symbolic [HB92, She75].
Symmedian [Smi11]. Symmetric [BPR15, BSC17, Raz15]. Symmetry
[Cri11, GK13, Gro05a, Nel95]. Symposium [Ped80b]. Synchronized
[WM76]. Synchronizing [ZGN06]. Synthetic [Fre95, Kun80b, PC81].
System [AMR13, Den13, GEJ95, Kal02, LP16, LM90, Oma09, Phr90, Reb89,
Rou12, Sch83b]. Systematic [Che18]. Systems [Bla91, Bla94, Bur92, Dev91b, Edg21, Gug92, HM95, Mac92b, Nat91, Nel77,
Oli73, Sch99a, SHL86, Wie84, Yer97, CG19, Kat18].

T [CBL19]. T-Shirts [CBL19]. Table [Fre08, Kno85, Pul88, Sch97b, Vau08].
Tables [DK08, Joh00, Jon12b, Joh77, Lon84, TL00]. Tabular
[Gil91, Hor90b]. Taco [BW98]. Tactile [FLP18]. Tails [Hal13]. Takahashi
[Col13]. Take [AR97, Gla93, Str85]. Taking [Bet12, Cur05b, Hop10, KS03].
Tale [Kru00, OW02]. Talent [Daw97]. Tales [Gol13]. Talking [Kun72].
Tangent [Biv86, But03, FM05, Joh93a, Kob15a, Kra03, MS16, MP14, Ste01,
Tro04, Wil03]. Tangentially [Dob84]. Tangents [Aar00, Gas94, Jav17, Mal15, Seg00]. Tank [Nie94]. Tanks [LS01].
Tanks-Exact [LS01]. Tape [WM76]. Tarr [Smu82a, Smu82b]. Tax
[Fal85, HT84]. Taxes [Els82]. Taxicab [Bat10, Wa95a]. Taylor
[Kat18, Alb96, BSL90, Bes14, Bos95, Eul97, Gor93, Kal85b, Kos17, Kre10,
MP10, O’L98]. Taylor-made [Bos95]. Tea [BPS12]. Teach
[Bon08, God88, Griu81, Han88, Her90, KGSP88, Kun80b, PM88, Tan88].
Teacher [Ano71f, Fla11, Has71b, LeD73, Lin75, McK79, Nun10, Ano70e].
Teachers [Col71, Coo74, FM77, GK88, HA70, Lai70, Per73, Ste81a]. Teaches
[Rec88]. Teaching [AB16, Ald88, BS15, Bea11, Ber75, Bla94, Boa79b, BN03,
Bry11, Car93, Dav82d, DK01, DR13, DP80, Ell84, FLP18, Fos12, Gol11a,
Hal12, Hud11, KP86, LeC86, Lew73, Lut11, Mil74, Mit72, NO92, Per71,
Ric12, RC99, Sch70, Shu02, Thu00, Var11, Whi88, Wi91, Zho12a]. Team
[Joh17, Kep15, Pag15]. Technical [RM71]. Technique
[DL75, Gur19, Hug00, Nel77, Sch78b, She09]. Techniques [JSS83, Kun89].
Technology [BN03, Qui16, Qui17]. Telegraphic
[Ano80j, Ano80k, Ano80l, Ano81m, Lin81a, Lin81b, Lin81c, Lin82a,
Lin82b, Lin82c, Lin83a, Lin83b, Lin83c]. Telescope [Tee12, RT07].
Telescopes [Tee07]. Telescoping [Ben12b, Pri73a]. Temperature [DY04].
Ten [Cav96, RC99]. Tendency [PM82a, PM83]. Tennis [Coo86]. Tension
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